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Abstract

Process Mining allows for the data-driven analysis of business processes based on logs that contain finegranular data from the process’ execution. However, such logs can potentially be exploited to extract
sensitive information about process participants. To mitigate this risk, techniques that anonymize event
logs to guarantee the privacy of process participants have recently been proposed. In this paper, we
report on the integration of anonymization techniques for event logs into PM4Py, one of the leading
process mining tools. Specifically, we incorporated several state-of-the-art solutions for differential
privacy-based protection. By presenting the first integration of anonymization techniques into a general
process mining toolkit, we make the respective algorithms accessible to the wider community of process
mining experts and data scientists.
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1. Introduction
Process mining is a family of techniques to analyze the data recorded in information systems
during the execution of business processes. The data is stored in so-called event logs that
may include sensitive information, e.g., if they represent the clinical workflow of patients
in a hospital. Privacy regulations such as the GDPR and the CCPA enforce the protection of
such information [1]. Since it was shown that individuals can be re-identified within such
datasets [2, 3], anonymization of event logs is needed to mitigate privacy risks.
Recently, the development of anonymization techniques for event logs gained a lot of attention [4, 5, 6]. Nonetheless, the adoption and uptake of these techniques has been limited. One
reason being the lack of an easy-to-use integration of anonymization techniques into existing
process mining toolkits [7, 8]. Specifically, many of the techniques for privacy-preserving
process mining have been published in stand-alone tools [9, 10, 11], and they have, so far, not
been accessible as part of the toolkits commonly used to realize process mining projects.
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In this demo, we address this gap with the first integration of anonymization techniques
for event logs in a leading process mining toolkit, i.e., PM4Py [7]. Particularly, we incorporate
techniques that protect event logs with differential privacy, which is considered the state-ofthe-art privacy guarantee, as also adopted by SAP [12], and the US Census Bureau [13].
Below, we first review the features that have been added to the PM4Py library in Section 2.
Then, we provide information on the usage of our tool and its maturity (Section 3), before we
conclude (Section 4).

2. Feature Overview
We chose to integrate our anonymization techniques into PM4Py [7] due to the rich ecosystem
provided by the toolkit. This includes, for instance, the ability to handle event logs in different
file formats, such as IEEE XES and CSV files.
Our tool facilitates two anonymization steps: Control-flow anonymization and the anonymization of contextual information. While the control-flow anonymization can be performed independently, the anonymization of contextual information requires the control-flow anonymization
as a first step. In any case, we protect the privatized data with differential privacy through the
insertion of noise into the event logs.

2.1. Control-Flow Anonymization
Our tool offers control-flow anonymization through different algorithms that implement socalled trace variant queries, such as the Laplacian mechanism [14] and SaCoFa [15]. Both
algorithms insert noise into a trace-variant count, through the step-wise construction of a prefix
tree.
Given an event log, the algorithms are configured with the following parameters:
• 𝜖: The strength of the differential privacy guarantee. The smaller the value of 𝜖, the
stronger the privacy guarantee that is provided.
• 𝑘: The maximal length of considered traces in the prefix tree. We note that this parameter
governs the runtime complexity of both algorithms, which is 𝒪(|𝐴|𝑘 ) with 𝐴 being the
set of activities for which events have been recorded in the log. We recommend setting 𝑘,
so that roughly 80% of all traces from the original event log are covered. Setting 𝑘 higher,
might lead to event logs that overfit towards long traces.
• 𝑝: The pruning parameter, which denotes the minimum count a prefix has to have to not
be discarded. The 𝑘 dependent exponential runtime of the algorithms is mitigated by the
pruning parameter.

2.2. Anonymization of Contextual Information
In many application scenarios, an analyst might not only study control-flow information,
but also incorporate contextual information, such as timestamps and resources. If that is the
case, a solution that solely anonymizes the control-flow is not sufficient. Our tool handles
these scenarios by the application of PRIPEL [16], an algorithm that enriches a control-flow
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import pm4py
from pm4py.algo.anonymization.trace_variant_query import algorithm as
˓→
trace_variant_query
from pm4py.algo.anonymization.pripel import algorithm as pripel
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log = pm4py.read_xes("logName.xes")
epsilon = 0.01
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sacofa_result = trace_variant_query.apply(log=log,
˓→
variant=trace_variant_query.Variants.SACOFA, parameters={"epsilon": epsilon,
˓→
"k": 15, "p": 20})
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anonymized_log = pripel.apply(log=log, trace_variant_query=sacofa_result,
˓→
epsilon=epsilon)

Algorithm 1: An example how to anonymize a given log with a SaCoFa-based trace variant
query and PRIPEL
anonymized event log with contextual information, while still achieving differential privacy.
In our tool, PRIPEL can be combined with both aforementioned control-flow anonymization
techniques. For this reason, the implementation of PRIPEL requires the original event log and
the corresponding result of the control-flow anonymization as input. The approach is fine-tuned
by setting the following parameters:
• 𝜖: The strength of the differential privacy guarantee. The 𝜖 value for PRIPEL and the 𝜖
value for the adopted control-flow anonymization should be the same.
• Blocklist: Some event logs contain attributes that are equivalent to a case ID. For privacy
reasons, such attributes must be deleted from the anonymized log. We handle such
attributes with this list. As an example, in a hospital, the case ID could be based on a
patient visit. However, the patient ID could be equivalently serving as a case ID and
should therefore be omitted.

3. Availability and Usage of the Tool
Our tool is publicly available on GitHub1 . Algorithm 1 illustrates the application of it to
anonymize an event log. First, the listing shows how a trace variant query is applied to
anonymize the control flow of the event log. Our tool adopts a factory design pattern, which
enables later extensions with novel types of trace variant queries. Afterwards, PRIPEL is also
executed to anonymize the log’s contextual information. We showcase the usage in more detail
in a screencast2 .
Turning to the maturity of the tool, we note that it is based on algorithms that have been
published in peer-reviewed venues. Moreover, we are currently in the process of publishing our
tool as part of the official release of PM4Py.
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https://github.com/samadeusfp/pm4py-core-anonymization/tree/Demo-Track
https://youtu.be/BRLMG_Bvdbs

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an enhancement for a leading process mining toolkit, PM4Py, which
enables the anonymization of event logs. As such, we make the state of the art in privacypreserving process mining more accessible for researchers and practitioners. In future work,
we want to keep expanding the list of algorithms covered by our tool.
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